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Abstract
This article presents new techniques for the assembly of component instances which
go beyond the known ones simplifying the assembly process signiﬁcantly. The tech-
niques are based on a component model focussing on interface connections between
component instances including bi-directional connections and on consistency check-
ing features. Existing component models can be used to implement components
conforming to the developed component model. Also prefabricated components
of other component models can be integrated without changes only by providing
suitable meta data. The BPCE, a visual tool to connect JavaBeans via interfaces es-
pecially supporting bi-directional connections and also using advanced consistency
checks, is described as a proof of concept.
1 Introduction
Generally one distinguishes between the composition of component instances
as run time abstractions (assembly) and the composition of components as
pieces of code i.e. compile time abstractions (see e.g.[13]). This paper fo-
cusses on the assembly of component instances. The assembly takes place at
assembly time which normally is distinct from run time. Especially in the
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area of component instance assembly there exist already several visual tools
to simplify the assembly process. Nevertheless this process is still too com-
plicated especially for unexperienced users. Users often still have at least to
write glue code when connecting component instances. On the other hand
only special kinds of interconnections are supported by tools as there are e.g.
event connections. Tooling enabling interface connections, especially visually,
is still missing although interface connections are more powerful than event
connections.
Also tool support is missing in detecting components relying on other
components including the case that two components rely on one another (bi-
directional connection). If the assembler does not know about these dependen-
cies and needed components are not installed or instances are not connected
properly, a runtime error will occur later on or the application will not behave
as intended. Therefore assembly tools must be able to check a conﬁguration
for consistency and to simplify for example bi-directional connections.
The lack of tool support mentioned above is due to the fact, that many
existing component models (e.g. JavaBeans [3], DCOM [5], CCM (Corba
Component Model) [11] etc.) do not provide appropriate concepts. Most of
them have for example no means to express, which interfaces they need from
other components to fulﬁll their tasks or whether they need bi-directional
connections. The JavaBeans component model does not even provide the
concept of a provided interface.
Therefore we introduce a component model which combines and extends
existing approaches and provides missing concepts. Based on these concepts
techniques are developed that can simplify the composition process signiﬁ-
cantly especially if integrated in assembly tools.
Overview of the paper:
Section 2 describes which improvements on tool support are desirable to sim-
plify the assembly process further and which problems arise, when using exist-
ing component models. An example of an assembled application is given which
helps to understand the existing problems and gives an idea of what has to be
speciﬁed for a component to simplify the composition process and to guaranty
a consistent assembly with respect to several rules. Section 3 presents concepts
enabling an easier assembly by introducing a component model focussing on
interconnections. It also introduces the speciﬁcation of a component’s capa-
bilities and requirements including connection constraints. It is shown, how
existing component models can be used to implement components conforming
to the developed component model and how existing Components Of The Shelf
(COTS) can be integrated without changes. In Section 4 the BPCE, a visual
tool to connect JavaBeans via interfaces and plugs (plugs are entities simpli-
fying bi-directional connections), is brieﬂy described as a proof of concept.
Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 draws some conclusions.
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2 Improvements on Tool Support
As already mentioned in the introduction, visual assembly tools normally only
support event connections. Therefore used components are assumed to be
completely independent from one another. Some of them are able to emit
events, others are able to react on such an event or otherwise glue code /
adapters may be generated reacting on the emitted event and in turn call-
ing a desired method of a target. This approach is especially suited for GUI
components. But there are many scenarios where components rely on other
components and event connections are not appropriate as in the following ex-
ample:
Example Wordprocessor:
A company develops a wordprocessor which is very ﬂexible because it consists
of several components: an editor, a data manager and a spell checker. These
components can be exchanged by others which are more suited to the needs
of a special customer. One customer for example wants to store his data
into a database, another wants to use the existing ﬁlesystem. There might
be customers from diﬀerent countries who order diﬀerent spell checkers for
example in French or English. Other customers want to integrate several
spell checkers because their own customers are spread over diﬀerent countries
and they want to ensure that the documents/letters sent to them are free
of errors. There might also be customers ordering a minimal version of the
wordprocessor without any spell check functionality. Figure 1 shows some
possible conﬁgurations of the wordprocessor.
Wordprocessor
Data Manager
DB
Editor Spell Checker
English
Wordprocessor
Data Manager
Filesystem Editor
Spell Checker
French
Wordprocessor
Data Manager
DB
Editor Spell Checker
English
Wordprocessor
Data Manager
Filesystem Editor
Spell Checker
Italian
Fig. 1. Diﬀerent Conﬁgurations of a Wordprocessor (Mandatory connections are
colored gray)
To ensure this ﬂexibility the wordprocessor must declare, which interfaces
it expects from its subcomponents. Then these components may be substi-
tuted by others later on if the new components provide at least the interfaces
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expected by the wordprocessor. On the other hand the data manager, editor
and spell checker components must declare which interfaces they provide so
that the entity connecting an instance of the wordprocessor and an instance
of a subcomponent is able to decide, whether these two component instances
ﬁt together. Some interfaces allow multiple connections as the interface to
the spell checking component for example. There are connections, which are
mandatory and others which are optional. To provide its minimal functional-
ity, an instance of the wordprocessor needs a connection to an instance of a
data manager and to an instance of an editor. Without these connections the
wordprocessor instance is not able to provide its services. So these connections
are mandatory. On the other hand, the connection to an instance of a spell
checker is optional. A wordprocessor instance can be used without any spell
checking functionality.
If a spell checker is used, there exists a close interconnection between the
instances of spell checker and editor. Both component instances need services
of one another. The spell checker instance must get access to the current
page and the editor instance must get the misspelled words from the checker
instance. This bi-directional connection must safely be established.
From the described scenario several requirements on improved tool support
may be derived. A tool should enable
• the connection of component instances via interfaces in addition to connec-
tions via events;
• the determination of all interfaces a component expects from other compo-
nents; (then the tool can inform a user, which interfaces of an instance of
this component must / may be connected to other component instances)
• the detection of all interfaces a component provides to its clients to be able
to decide, whether a component instance provides an interface ﬁtting to
an expected interface of another component instance; (this also helps in
automatically determining all suitable service providers)
• the detection of all connections, which are really needed to ensure, that a
component instance is able to provide its services (mandatory connections:
wordprocessor → editor); (then, in case of an incomplete conﬁguration, the
tool can give an error message or it can guide the user in establishing all
needed connections)
• the distinction between optional and mandatory connections (wordprocessor
→ spell checker, wordprocessor → editor); (in the case of missing optional
connections, no error message is needed)
• the detection of interfaces which allow
· connections to several other component instances (wordprocessor→ spell
checker)
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· a connection to only one component instances (wordprocessor → editor,
wordprocessor → data manager);
• the execution of bi-directional connections in an easy and safe manner (ed-
itor ↔ spell checker).
If we have a look at existing component models we can see, that non of
these models provides all features needed for the mentioned requirements on
improved tool support: The JavaBeans [3] component model e.g. does not
even have a means to specify explicitly, which interfaces a component pro-
vides. This and other component models [5,4,13] (except CCM [11]) lack the
possibility to specify, which interfaces a component needs from other com-
ponents to fulﬁll its task. It is not possible to deﬁne optional or mandatory
dependencies, or whether several or only one connection is allowed. Non of
the models supports bi-directional connections.
So a component model has to be developed additionally providing all miss-
ing concepts. To be valid for industrial purposes it should be possible to build
components of the developed model from existing ones and to reuse already
existing COTS preferably without modiﬁcations. To enable the latter, a com-
ponent’s speciﬁcation describing its capabilities and requirements must be
available as a separate description.
3 Concepts Simplifying the Assembly Process
The following Sections present concepts, which are suitable to satisfy the re-
quirements on improved tool support and a smooth integration of existing
COTS as claimed in Section 2. We develop a component model, which is
powerful enough to enable easy and consistent connections between compo-
nent instances via interfaces. Only aspects concerning connections between
component instances are regarded. Concepts like persistence, life cycle etc.
are not considered. The speciﬁcation of a component’s capabilities and re-
quirements is provided as meta data and will be explained in Section 3.2.
Section 3.5 describes, how existing, prefabricated COTS can be integrated
without changes.
3.1 Basic Component Model
3.1.1 General Concepts
In this Section we describe the main ideas of the component model. We in-
troduce the fundamental notation of a service and a plug the basis for all
interconnections between component instances. Furthermore we describe the
process of connecting one component instance to another one.
Services:
A service is a named interface of a component. All services of a component
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are identiﬁed by their names. Every service consists of its name and an in-
terface type which describes the methods belonging to this service. Diﬀerent
services may have the same type. The services of a component are divided into
a set of provided services and a set of required services. Required services are
the services a component needs from other components to fulﬁll its task. The
provided services are the services the component implements and provides to
its clients. The name spaces for provided and required services are separated.
Therefore one component may have a provided and a required service with
the same name.
Mandatory and Optional Required Services:
Required services may be divided in mandatory and optional required ser-
vices. Optional required services need not be connected to a service provider
whereas mandatory required services must be connected to a component in-
stance providing this type of service. E.g. the wordprocessor from Section 2
has two mandatory required services: one to a data manager and one to an
editor. A connection to a spell checker is optional.
Special Services:
Every component provides a service named ProvidedServices. The correspond-
ing interface type is also called ProvidedServices. This interface declares meth-
ods to ask a component instance for its supported services, to ask for the type
of a service and to get a reference to an object implementing the interface
corresponding to a service.
Interconnections between Component Instances:
For every required service of a component there exists at least one connect-
method provided by this component. One of these methods must be called,
when the required service of an instance of this component (source) is to
be connected to a matching provided service of another component instance
(target). Two services match, if the interface type of the provided service is
a subtype of the interface type of the required service. On invocation, the
connect-method is executed by the source itself.
Every connect-method must have one parameter of the interface type cor-
responding to the required service. When calling this method a reference
to the object implementing the provided service must be passed as the cor-
responding actual parameter. Other parameters may exist additionally. To
every connect-method there exists a corresponding disconnect-method to dis-
connect the previously established connection. The disconnect-methods are
relevant for assemblies via builder tools to enable a reconﬁguration and for
systems where connections have to be changed dynamically or where connec-
tions are only temporarily needed.
Plugs:
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Plugs are entities on top of services and consist of a set of required and pro-
vided services of the same component. A component instance, which should
be plugged to another one (i.e. connected via plugs) must provide a dual
plug. This means that two plugs p1 and p2 only ﬁt together, if the provided
services of p2 match the required services of p1 and vice versa. Using a tool
to connect component instances, the connection via plugs can be done by
a single operation from the point of view of the user. Internally it will be
reduced to interface connections. A plug connection could be regarded as a
transaction. If the connection to one of the partners fails, the plug connection
must be aborted. Using two plugs p1 and p2 with only one required and one
provided service this would mean for example: if the required service of p1 is
already connected to the provided service of p2 but the connection between
the required service of p2 and the provided service of p1 fails, the previously
established connection must be disconnected.
Plug p1
C
Plug p2
C
Provided
Service
Provided
Service
Required
Service
Required
Service
Fig. 2. Dual Plugs of two Components
Plugs may be described as a relation between required and provided ser-
vices. There are other relations for example between required services only
which can be regarded as constraints concerning proper connections. These
and further constraints as there are e.g. a limit on the number of connections
are described in Section 3.1.2.
Graphical Representation of the Component Model:
The main concepts of the described component model are depicted in Fig. 3.
In this ﬁgure Si : Tj denotes a service with name Si and corresponding
interface type Tj. For required services there may be a limit on the number
of possible connections. This is denoted by [l .. u]. l is the lower limit and
u the upper limit for connections. If l = 0 then a connection of this required
service to some provided service is optional otherwise mandatory. u = ∗
means, that there is no upper limit on the number of possible connections.
The methods connectRi (... Tj ...) mean the connect-methods to be called,
if a provided service of type Tj should be connected to the required service
Ri. disconnectRi (... Tj ...) denote the corresponding disconnect-methods.
As already mentioned, there are no constraints on the names or the number
of parameters of the connect- and disconnect-methods. There exists only one
constraint: for every connect-method there must be exactly one parameter of
the type of the required service. This is expressed by (...Tj...). For disconnect-
methods this parameter is not mandatory.
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C C
Provided Services Required Services
Plugs
C
C
R 1 : T 1
ProvidedServices :
    ProvidedServices
S 2 : T 1
S 3 : T 2 R 2 : T 3
  R3  S4   R4  S 5
[1 .. 5]
[0 .. *]
 connectR1 (... T1 ...)
 disconnectR1 (... T1 ...)
 connectR2 (... T3 ...)
 disconnectR2 (... T3 ...)
Fig. 3. Component Model
3.1.2 Constraints on Connections
There may be several constraints on the connection of a required service. Some
of them are described below. All mentioned constraints can be expressed in
our component speciﬁcation described in Section 3.2.
Limit on the Number of Connections:
One possible constraint, the lower and upper limit on the number of connec-
tions from one required service to diﬀerent provided services of other compo-
nent instances, was already mentioned above. If lower and upper limit both
equal 1, then exactly one connection is allowed and this connection is really
required. An instance of the wordprocessor for example needs a connection to
an instance of a data manager as well as an editor component but connections
to several instances of a data manager or editor are not allowed.
Diﬀerent Service Providers:
There is another important constraint concerning the provider of a service.
Assume that a component instance requires several services of the same type.
If there is a component instance providing a matching service, in principle all
these required services may be connected to the same object implementing
the provided service. But this may result in a malfunctioning or at least in an
unsuspected behavior.
Let’s have a look at the wordprocessor example with two diﬀerent spell
checkers: one for English and one for Italian. If the assembler makes a mistake
and also connects an instance of the English spell checker to the required
service for the Italian one, then all spell checking of Italian documents will go
wrong.
Therefore we must have a means to express, if several required services of
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the same component instance must not be connected to the same object im-
plementing a matching provided service. The same holds for a single required
service that may be connected to several service providers i.e. who’s upper
limit on the number of connections is greater than one.
3.2 Component Speciﬁcation
To be able to proﬁt from our component model even if we use components built
from existing component models which do not support all of our features (e.g.
JavaBeans) the speciﬁcation of a component’s capabilities and requirements
must be expressed in the form of meta data. Then such meta data can also be
provided for components conforming to other component models. We decided
to select XML [8] for this purpose.
The component speciﬁcation is divided into two parts. The ﬁrst part
contains a description of the component’s services (provided and required).
The description of a required service includes information on the corresponding
connect- and disconnect-methods and constraints concerning only the service
itself e.g. the lower and upper limit on the number of connections. The
second part describes relations on the deﬁned services as there are for example
higher order entities like plugs or the deﬁnition of a constraint like Diﬀerent
Service Providers which deﬁnes sets of required services which must not be
connected to the same service provider (see Section 3.1.2). An example of a
valid component speciﬁcation can be found in Appendix A.
3.3 Component Specialization
Inheritance as in object-oriented languages does not hold for our components.
But the components may be specialized in a natural way similar to the ap-
proach of Seco and Caires [10]. In our approach a component K specializes
a component C, if every instance of the component C can be substituted by
an instance of the component K in all already existing assemblies without the
need of reconﬁguration.
C C
C
C
optional
C
I(C)
I(K)
C
C
Fig. 4. Substitution of an instance of C (I(C)) by an instance of K
To enable these substitutions K must at least provide the services C pro-
vides, must require all services C requires (but may have more optional re-
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quired services than C), must deﬁne as many plugs as C and must have weaker
constraints than C. Moreover the types of the provided services of K must
be subtypes of the corresponding provided services of C whereas the types of
the required services must be supertypes. Corresponding plugs must consist
of corresponding provided and required services. If C deﬁnes a constraint like
Diﬀerent Service Providers this constraint must not hold for K. On the other
hand K may not deﬁne a Diﬀerent Service Providers constraint on a set of
required services that is not deﬁned for C except this constraint only concerns
optional required services deﬁned in K and not in C. If for a required service
of C there exists a constraint on the number of connections ([l .. u]) this
constraint may only be weakend on the corresponding required service of K.
This means that the lower limit must be equal or less than l and the upper
limit must be equal or greater than u.
3.4 Composites
Up to now we mainly focused on the assembly of whole applications, not on the
creation of reusable “composites”(see below). Such applications are assumed
to be closed in the sense, that all mandatory required services are connected
to as many suitable service providers as needed (which can be ensured by the
assembly tool) and that no special service of one of the assembled component
instances must be called to run the application.
But we already started to explore webs of assembled component instances
(in the following called composites) which are not “closed” in the sense men-
tioned above and which should as a whole be reusable in other assemblies.
C
C
C
C
C
[1..1]
[1..5] [0..4]
C
Fig. 5. Web of component instances as reusable unit
In general all the provided services of every of the assembled component
instances not already connected to a required service of another instance in
the web may also be provided by the composite. This will not make sense
in either case, so that the assembler has to decide, which services should be
accessible from the outside. In principle also an already connected provided
service which may be used by several component instances may as well be
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provided by the composite. But this should also be decided by the assembler.
Every required services of any of the component instances of the web for
which the upper limit on the number of connections is not already reached
may also be deﬁned as required service of the composite. Whether or not this
should be done is to be decided by the assembler with one exception. Every
required service, for which the lower limit on the number of connections is not
already reached (mandatory connection) must be deﬁned as required service
of the composite. For all such “exported” required services the lower and
upper limit on the number of connections have to be reduced by the number of
already established connections. If a constraint like Diﬀerent Service Providers
holds for a set of required services of a component instance of the web and
some of the corresponding required services are exported, then for the exported
subset the same constraint must be deﬁned. Plugs not already connected are
also to be declared as plugs of the composite.
Therefore a useful default setting would be to only provide all not already
connected provided services by the composite and to deﬁne every required
service of any of the component instances of the web also as required service
of the composite, if the upper limit on the number of connections is not already
reached. For every exported required service constraints are deﬁned according
to the rules described above. Plugs not already connected are also declared
as plugs of the composite.
3.5 Bridging to COTS
Existing, prefabricated COTS are not designed with respect to our component
model. It would be nice if we could use such COTS without changes and could
enable them to be connected via interfaces or plugs by providing a suitable
speciﬁcation information.
In the following we will describe a solution for the JavaBeans component
model.
Provided Services:
Every interface (including listener interfaces) implemented by a JavaBean or
one of its superclasses may be regarded as a provided service with the interface
type as its corresponding type.
All declared and inherited public methods of a JavaBean can be subsumed by
a provided service named GlobalAccess of the type of the JavaBean.
Normally no interface of type ProvidedServices will be implemented which will
aﬀect the process of interconnection as described below.
Required Services:
Every method which stores a reference to an object passed as parameter can
be regarded as a connect-method. If there also exists a method to delete this
reference this method can be regarded as corresponding disconnect-method.
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So a required service may be deﬁned having as type the type of the object
passed as parameter.
Examples: For AWT containers an optional required service ContainedCompo-
nents of type Component could be declared with the corresponding add - and
remove-methods as connect- and disconnect-methods. Every component pro-
viding an add- and removeXYZListener-method could be regarded as a com-
ponent having an optional required service of type XYZListener with connect-
method addXYZListener and disconnect-method removeXYZListener. So
event connections can be regarded as interface connections.
Plugs:
For components which are already designed for bi-directional connections us-
ing interfaces or events the speciﬁcation can further simplify the composition
by introducing plugs for such bi-directional connections by suited entries in
the speciﬁcation document (“<plug-deﬁnition> ... </plug-deﬁnition>”).
Interconnections:
If a provided service of a JavaBean (target bean) is to be connected to a
required service of another one (source bean), the reference to the target bean
itself can be passed as the corresponding actual parameter to the connect-
method. This is due to the fact that the target bean itself implements the
provided service so no method of the interface ProvidedServices must be called
to obtain a reference to the implementing object.
4 The Bean Plug Composition Environment (BPCE)
The BPCE is a tool to compose and test JavaBeans which can be connected
via events, interfaces or plugs visually. Interface and plug connections are
available to beans conforming to our component model and all other beans
enriched with speciﬁcation information (see Section 3.5). Existing JavaBeans
without speciﬁcation information can still be composed in the well known
manner based on events. The tool analyzes the speciﬁcation information pro-
vided by the components to know about their capabilities and requirements
and provides advanced support in connecting component instances and check-
ing for consistency.
All component instances needed for an assembled application are selected
from a tool box and placed into a composition window. Two component
instances residing in the composition window are connected via interfaces
by ﬁrst selecting a source and one of its required services and afterwards
selecting a target and one of the target’s provided services. After the selection
is ﬁnished, the tool connects both component instances by internally calling
the connect-method of the selected required service of the source. A similar
process holds for plugs.
The process of connecting two component instances is supported by several
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features. These features are described for services but they also hold for
plugs. In the following description min-connections denotes the lower limit
max-connections the upper limit on the number of connections corresponding
to a required service.
• The list of the required services of the source is reduced to those services
which are not yet fully connected. The list also contains an information
whether a required service is optional or mandatory. The status changes
from mandatory to optional, as soon as min-connections component in-
stances are connected.
A required service is called fully connected, if already max-connections com-
ponent instances are connected to it.
• The list of provided services of the target is reduced to those services match-
ing the required service of the source.
• All beans in the composition window which have still open mandatory re-
quired services are marked by a red rectangle surrounding them. Open
mandatory required service means, that the lower limit on the number of
connections is not yet reached.
• The BPCE provides a connection support by marking all component in-
stances in the composition window, which would be suitable service providers
to the selected required service of the source going to be connected.
A bean is a suitable service provider if it provides at least one service that
matches the required service and if it is not excluded by the constraint
explained in Section 3.1.2 paragraph Diﬀerent Service Providers.
• An automated connection support can be chosen. If selected, the BPCE be-
haves as follows: If a target is to be connected to a source and the target has
still open mandatory required services, the BPCE gives an error message.
The user may then choose other component instances and connect them
to the target ﬁrst. Not until all mandatory required services of the target
are at least connected to min-connections service providers, the target is in
turn connected to the source.
5 Related Work
There is some ongoing research in component-oriented programming languages
which aims at providing programming language constructs to declare compo-
nents as ﬁrst class entities like classes and to connect component instances via
interfaces / ports [10,12,1,14]. The advantage is an independency from special
component models, a predeﬁned way to connect component instances via in-
terfaces / ports and a possibility to check consistent connections by means of
type checking. The disadvantage of this approach is that there is no possibility
to integrate current COTS and that it is only targeted to software developers,
not to less experienced users which need a lot of support by an assembly tool.
Another programming language approach is presented by Rinat and Smith
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[9] using connectors to connect cells. Cells are entities containing code and
objects and are closer to classes than to components. A cell may have explicit
“interfaces” to other cells which are declared by connectors. A connector is
used to import and export classes or operations. Imported operations are
used to call operations provided by other cells. A connector can be declared
importing one operation and exporting another one. Such connectors can be
used for bi-directional connections between cells based on single operations
instead of whole interfaces as in our approach. In the approach of Rinat and
Smith there is no possibility to distinguish between optional and mandatory
connections or to declare connection constraints as in our approach. Also
their approach suﬀers from the disadvantages already mentioned above for
component-oriented languages.
The Corba Component Model (CCM [11]) uses meta data to describe a
component’s capabilities and requirements. Like in our model provided and
required services may be declared. For every required service there exists
only one pair of connect- and disconnect-methods and the signatures of these
methods have to follow special rules which allow less ﬂexibility than our model.
There is no possibility to distinguish between optional and mandatory required
services. Also there exists no entity like a plug. Existing COTS cannot be
integrated without changes.
An approach to simplify the assembly process especially for non experts is
described by Birngruber and Hof [2]. They introduce a bean plan describing
a set of preconﬁgured and preconnected beans relieving the application pro-
grammer from routine conﬁguration tasks. The beans may be reconﬁgured by
the programmer and missing connections can still be inserted. The plan can
be regarded as a composition template with some degrees of freedom created
by an expert and reﬂecting the experts knowledge of the underlying bean suite
and typical composition patterns. This approach only provides connections
based on events. Interface and plug connections are missing as well as the
possibility to declare a limit on the number of connections or a constraint like
Diﬀerent Service Providers (see Section 3.1.2).
The aspect-oriented component engineering work by Grundy [6] focuses
on component requirements engineering using diﬀerent aspects of the overall
application. For each component aspects are identiﬁed (like persistency, user
interface, distribution) for which the component provides services or requires
services from other components. Specifying these provisions and requirements,
reasoning about related components and aspects is possible. This approach
is mainly targeted to the software development process especially the require-
ments analysis whereas our approach is targeted to the technical level of a
component model each component should conform to to ensure an easy and
consistent assembly of its component instances.
The paper of Kotonya and Rashid [7] deals with the risks of component
based software development which are related to the nature of COTS software
e.g. diﬀerent component technologies and insuﬃcient vendor support. They
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describe how to integrate risk management into the development process to
minimize possible risks. Instead of their approach our approach does not yet
focus on the selection of “ﬁtting” components in the sense of minimizing risks
but it could be useful to integrate such an approach in future work.
6 Conclusions
At the beginning of this paper we had a look at the problems arising when
assembling applications from instances of prefabricated components even if
supported by visual tools. We gave an example of a typical assembly sce-
nario not supported by such tools and derived possible improvements on tool
support. These improvements especially concerned visual connections via in-
terfaces including bi-directional connections and consistency checking of the
actual conﬁguration. We brieﬂy discussed missing concepts in existing com-
ponent models which would be needed for the desired improvements on tool
support.
Then we presented concepts simplifying the assembly process in the de-
sired way. We introduced a component model powerful enough to enable easy
and consistent connections between component instances focussing on aspects
concerning connections via interfaces. We introduced the concept of a plug
aimed at simplifying bi-directional connections signiﬁcantly. Concepts like
persistence, life cycle etc. were not considered. The speciﬁcation of a compo-
nent’s capabilities and requirements was introduced as XML meta data. The
advantage of this approach was the possibility to integrate existing COTS
without changes.
At the end we presented a visual tool called BPCE as a proof of concept.
We pointed out that this tool can be used to connect JavaBeans visually
via events, interfaces and plugs, interface and plug composition only being
available for instances of components conforming to the developed component
model or for beans only enriched with speciﬁcation information. We showed
that the BPCE also provides advanced support for the assembler by using
special consistency checks based on the speciﬁcation information e.g. marking
component instances with open mandatory required services as well as suitable
service providers and providing automated connections. So the composition
process could be simpliﬁed signiﬁcantly.
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A Example: Component Speciﬁcation
In the following we will present an example of a valid component speciﬁcation
in XML. It’s the speciﬁcation of the editor component used by the wordpro-
cessor (see Section 2). Comments are included in “***”.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <!DOCTYPE cp-specification
SYSTEM "cp_spec.dtd"> <cp-specification>
<service-definitions>
*** All types are denoted by Java convention. For COM compo- ***
*** nents service types could e.g. be denoted by IID’s ***
<provided-services>
<p-service>
<service-name> PageAccess </service-name>
<service-type> Editors.PageInterface </service-type>
</p-service>
.........
*** Possible definition of other provided services ***
</provided-services>
<required-services>
*** This required service is optional : min-connections = 0 ***
<r-service min-connections = "0" max-connections = "*">
<service-name> MisspelledWords </service-name>
<service-type> SpellCheckers.ErrorInterface </service-type>
<connect-method>
<method-name> connectErrorInterface </method-name>
*** Only the types of method parameters are denoted, no names***
<method-param> SpellCheckers.ErrorInterface </method-param>
</connect-method>
<disconnect-method>
<method-name> disconnectErrorInterface </method-name>
<method-param> SpellCheckers.ErrorInterface </method-param>
</disconnect-method>
</r-service>
......
</required-services>
</service-definitions>
<service-relations>
<plug-definitions>
*** Definitions of needed bi-directional connections ***
<plug-definition>
*** A connected spell checker must use the editors "PageAccess"***
<r-service-name> MisspelledWords </r-service-name>
<p-service-name> PageAccess </p-service-name>
</plug-definition>
</plug-definitions>
<connect-to-different-p-services>
*** Definition of sets of required services which must ***
*** not be connected to the same service provider ***
<set-definition>
*** Connected spell checkers must be different from one another***
<r-service-name> MisspelledWords </r-service-name>
<r-service-name> MisspelledWords </r-service-name>
</set-definition>
</connect-to-different-p-services>
</service-relations>
</cp-specification>
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